San
Ditan®

Horn Pads
Sealed packets containing
special fleece matting
saturated with Al Co Cid liquid



For hoof and claw



Treatment of holes, cracks and
crevices in the frog region

Animal care
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Ingredients (INCI)
Oily formulation containing glycerine, copper sulfate, aqua, potassium alum, colorant Cl 42051

Product characteristics
Our horses and cattle have to be mobile in order to remain healthy.
Cracks in the hoof or claw horn, holes caused by stone incursion and splintering of
the load bearing wall lead to infections of the hoof (inducing the hollow wall or
seedy toe syndrome) and impair mobility. White line disease, putrefying pathogens
in holes and crevices or horse thrush can destroy the horn and its cohesion and
must be reliably fought. These defects are not diseases in a medical sense, but are
problems concerning hygiene and horn growth.
With hoof and claw problems it is essential on the one hand to halt the destruction
of the horn through putrefying bacteria and on the other to promote the rapid
growth of healthy horn tissue.
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Functions
Special fleece matting saturated with Al Co Cid liquid for the cleansing and natural
disinfection of the holes, cracks and crevices in the regions of the frog
 Deodorisation, reliable destruction of bacteria and fungi including
putrefying pathogens
 Care product promoting the regeneration
 Easy to administer
 Providing reliable aid
 An absolute must with thrush to be pressed into the affected cracks and
crevices
 For the regeneration and securing of normal physiological horn functions
The oily saturated fluid does not dry out, penetrates the cracks and crevices ensuring the reliable and sustainable destruction of bacteria and other putrefying
pathogens.

Application
Take the saturated fleece from the sealed package and press it into the affected
hoof sites, holes or cracks. Pieces of fleece can be cut to the required size using
scissors.
SanDitan® Horn Pads can also be applied under the horseshoe or hoof/claw boot.
They facilitate active respiration and thus allow unimpeded access for the oxygen
to reach the affected site. The embrittlement of the surrounding horn regions is
avoided by the oily saturated fluid. It effectively repels water on contact.

Package size
Box of 25 sealed packets
The information given in this catalogue sheet corresponds to the state of
knowledge upon completion. Please read the label prior to using the product.
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